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Description

Movian crashes when reading some video files, probably related to high ReFrames encoding. It happens when accessing the folder
with the new video file and Movian tries to read it to get some info. The interface stalls and you have to turn the PS3 off by holding the
power button.

I has a 50 Mb sample, no need to download it all -> rarbg.to/torrent/arxfsck

History
#1 - 10/01/2016 08:01 PM - . .

This has happened to me with other video files. If movian has problems reading some files or if can't play them, it should never crash that way.
Implementing a feature to mark in the interface incompatible files (like video format profile too high) could be a good option.

#2 - 10/27/2016 11:05 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

It's hard to make a program 100% crash safe in particular on systems like PS3 which offers no type of sandboxing capabilites.

I need a sample of the file to fix it otherwise i will close the issue.

#3 - 10/28/2016 12:03 PM - . .
- File Parasyte.Part.2.2015.720p.BluRay.x264-WiKi.sample.mkv added

Sample

#4 - 01/02/2017 01:31 PM - . .

Andreas Smas wrote:

It's hard to make a program 100% crash safe in particular on systems like PS3 which offers no type of sandboxing capabilites.

I need a sample of the file to fix it otherwise i will close the issue.

Please fix this, I'm pretty sure it's about high "ReFrames" encoded videos. There are lots of movies I can`'t play and I have to hard reset the PS3 just
for listing them!
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#5 - 12/21/2017 08:07 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Movian crashes to Movian crashes on PS3

#6 - 02/01/2018 07:04 PM - Leonid Protasov

Is this still reproducible on 5.0.500?

#7 - 02/01/2018 07:06 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Movian crashes on PS3 to Crash when opening the folder containing MKV files (PS3)

Files
Parasyte.Part.2.2015.720p.BluRay.x264-WiKi.sample.mkv 54.4 MB 10/28/2016 . .
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